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White
Good evening.  Tonight, claims that Fit for Work Assessments aren’t fit for purpose if you’re visually impaired and the trainee vicar who’d like to see a change in the church’s attitude to his disability.

Clip
Certainly my experience of going into college was to have somebody ask me in the first week of being in theological college whether they could pray for me to be healed.  And my response was – Well no because I don’t need healing.

White
Explanations from the Reverend Michael Johnson later in the programme.

But first, almost half of the visually impaired people who appeal against being declared fit for work after undergoing the so-called Work Capability Assessments have the result overturned and their benefit granted.  The RNIB says this is because the criteria on which these decisions are made just don’t take into account the very specific problems of claimants with little or no sight.  The assessments were originally introduced by the previous government as part of their Welfare Reform programme to cut the cost of welfare and prevent people staying on benefit indefinitely.  John Gardner, who lost his employment support allowance before having it restored, told this programme just how difficult he’d found it to re-enter the workplace after losing his sight, despite wanting a job.

Gardner
In the open labour market it is very difficult to actually find a job where speed, efficiency, health and safety is required and I cannot guarantee that.

White
Over the period that you’ve been blind – and that is about 17 years – have you had any help looking for work?

Gardner
I have actually looked and I did try a job for one day, unfortunately it gave me so much stress and that was in the open labour market and all that, and the fact that I couldn’t find and locate and the people I actually worked with as well did not have any education of working with somebody with sight loss.  I think all blind people want to work but quite honestly who’s going to employ us?

White
Well now the fourth annual review of the Work Capability Assessment programme is shortly to be published and the RNIB’s campaign manager, Matt Daveis, explained what they want it to focus on.

Davies
The previous reviews have looked at various different elements of the WCA including, for instance, last year a review specifically around how people with mental health problems are dealt with under WCA but there hasn’t actually been a proper analysis of how people who are blind and partially sighted are dealt with under the WCA yet and that’s really what is needed now and what we’ll hoping Dr Lichfield will recommend to government.

White
Can you just explain what Work Capability Assessments are actually designed to do?

Davies
Well the Work Capability Assessment is the test that you go through to establish whether you get Employment and Support Allowance, so that’s basically if you’re of working age but you’re unable to work because of a disability.

White
What is the problem with these because they’re given to all people who are regarded as disabled and the issue of their fitness for work is under debate, what’s the problem as far as visually impaired people is concerned?

Davies
In terms of blind and partially sighted people there is a real problem – a fundamental problem really – with the way the assessment is set out.  It doesn’t recognise the barriers that blind and partially sighted people face in the workplace really at all.  For example, there is a part of the assessment where it looks at whether you understand a hazard in the workplace, so if you had something like a bucket full of boiling water on the floor in the workplace you’re assessed as to whether you understand that that is a hazard, that is a problem, could be a risk to safety but you only score points and scoring points is how you get towards being eligible for the benefit, you only score points if you don’t understand that that is a problem.  If you actually can’t see the bucket of boiling water to see that it’s a problem but you would understand it if you knew it was there then you don’t score any points at all.

White
Now of course one of the points about the scoring system is that it does have to take into account a whole range of possible disabilities, they could be motor disabilities, they could relate to psychiatric illness and they can relate to visual impairment, I mean is it feasible to have a scoring system that takes everything into account?

Davies
Roughly speaking assessment is in two parts – the cognitive and the physical disabilities that people might face, the barriers they face, in work.  And it’s within the physical descriptors, as they call them, that there’s no real acknowledgement of the problems that blind and partially sighted people face, for example the awareness of a safety hazard.

White
So what do you want to see – are you saying that every disability needs to have its own point scoring system?

Davies
No, and I think the government’s quite clear they don’t want to do that and they’ve moved indeed with Personal Independence Payment, a completely different benefit, that with that they’ve moved away to a much more less impairment specific assessment.  What we do say that they need to do is make sure that the current assessment, as it stands, is changed significantly so that even if they use the same descriptors – the same activities that they’re assessing against now – that they need a bit of slant on them in effect to make them relevant to blind and partially sighted people.

White
You’ve given that example of physical danger, what are the other areas where you think the scoring system doesn’t take account of visual impairment?

Davies
Well for example the main way that blind or partially sighted people might score points and become eligible for the benefit is based around their ability to get to and from a building, so perhaps an office building for work, but it doesn’t really have any relevant assessment of what tasks they can perform within that building.  So, for example, there are no work based tasks that are relevant for blind and partially sighted people, it doesn’t consider, for instance, whether people are able to use assistive technology within the workplace or anything else, any other aids that might be necessary once they’re into the workplace as opposed to just the very important issue of whether they can get to the workplace.

White
Now I suppose what we need to make clear is that there is a point scoring system and the lower the number of points you get the more fit for work you’re regarded as being, so does this system allow at all for visual impairment?

Davies
This is what we’re finding actually, that with visual impairments the results are really massively varied and there’s a very good statistic to show that there’s a specific problem with blind and partially sighted people.  So the latest stats show that 44% of blind and partially sighted people who appeal against the decision of their Work Capability Assessment are successful in their appeals and that compares with 37%, a lower figure, for all other disabilities, so it does seem that blind and partially sighted people are getting a particularly bad deal through the current WCA.

White
So why is there such a gap between what we know blind and partially sighted people can achieve and their participation in the jobs market because this is what must be puzzling the government too – now only around one in four people of working age in a job, the government says these tests should establish what people can do, not what they can’t do and it’s based on the assumption that disabled people – in this case visually impaired people – won’t to work and can work, isn’t the precisely what organisations like yours and programmes like ours have been saying over the years?

Davies
Indeed this is exactly the problem as well, it’s not a real world test in effect, it doesn’t take into account the additional problems that blind and partially sighted people may face, including over and above other disability groups.  For example previous Department of Work and Pensions stats said that – in a survey – nine out of 10 employers said that it would be impossible or very difficult for them to employ someone with sight loss, so that’s the additional sort of challenge that people face over and above their – as you’ve mentioned before it focuses very much on physical ability to get around and do a job.  And that’s what we need to see actually is whether they can improve the assessment to make it relevant to actually what blind and partially sighted people would do at work.

White
Do you have ideas about how such assessments could be adapted?

Davies
There are two key ways that it could work, one, is to include a new activity specifically around sight loss but as mentioned the government probably wouldn’t be very keen on that, so what we think is possible and very easily done actually is to amend the current descriptors just to make a reference to sight loss.  So, for example, something like “pick up a container of water and move it to a different place”, a blind person would be judged as passing that test because there would be nothing physical stopping them from doing it but what we would like to see is include the words “whether you can locate the can of water in the first place and whether you know then where you’re moving it to” because that’s clearly very important.

White
Does that mean that you want more people, as it were, to be declared unfit for work because surely we don’t necessarily want to go back to the assumption that used to be made that unless somebody was sort of exceptional then they would get an exemption just by virtue of being blind?

Davies
No and there are no exemptions under the current system and on Personal Independence Payment, which replaced Disability Living Allowance, that removed automatic entitlements to benefits as well and that’s certainly not something we have a problem with.  What we do want to make sure is that the assessment is fair for each individual.  Many blind and partially sighted people, as you know, do of course work, also many more want to work and face those additional barriers that are perhaps put in place by employers to get into work, so we want to make sure people get the proper support for getting into work as well.

White
Now there is a review taking place at the moment, what’s the status of that review?

Davies
This is the fourth annual review, so when the WCA was first set up about four years ago they included a commitment to spend five years doing an annual review each year and a new reviewer this year, an independent reviewer called Dr Lichfield, who’s background is in occupational health, has taken over that process for this year and he’s just finished recently doing his call for evidence, so organisations like RNIB have put in evidence and so have many other people and he’s currently looking at that evidence and in the process of formulating his ideas and then at the end of the year he will make a report to government with recommendations of how the WCA can be improved.

White
But evidence for this review has now closed hasn’t it, so can people have any impact on its findings?

Davies
People certainly can because he will still be influenced by things that happen in the media, of people contacting their own MPs for example, what we’re asking at RNIB is all our campaigners and anyone else who is interested to contact their own MP and ask them to talk to or write to Dr Lichfield themselves to set out the problems they have with how the WCA currently works or doesn’t work for blind and partially sighted people.

White
Matt Davies.  Well we asked for a reaction from the Department of Work and Pensions to what you’ve just heard, they told us:  “… since 2010 we’ve considerably improved the Work Capability Assessment but we’re committed to continually refining the system which is why we’re already working with the RNIB, the Royal College of Ophthalmologists and other charities to update the guidance and training products used by ATOS healthcare professionals”.  And incidentally after our recent item about work experience opportunities being given to visually impaired teenagers we had this very disillusioned comment from James Bird.

Bird
As a 42 year old partially sighted person I wish I’d been told when I was 16 to give up on the idea of work.  I have a BA and an MSc and have been openly laughed at for applying for work in a job agency.  Be more honest – tell those poor naïve misguided youngsters to give up now.

White
More reactions from you please.

Now Michael Johnson is currently a deacon curate at St Mark’s Woodthorpe near Nottingham, which means he’s on the ladder to becoming a vicar with his own parish.  Well we heard about him after our programme last week on weddings and we thought it would be interesting to hear from him, not just about weddings but about the many roles a vicar had to take on and the effect his deteriorating sight might have.  But the Reverend Michael started by telling us about his own nuptials and his joint role as groom and band master.

Johnson
Because I was part of the music group at the church we wanted the music group to do the music, which then led to me playing the guitar and then putting the guitar down and skipping over to do the wedding bit, then skipping back to do another hymn and then skipping back to do the wedding bit.  Because we’d been going to the church for a long time and everybody knew us they were quite happy for us to sort of go this is what we’re going to do.  Apart from Brian, the vicar, because I kept standing on the wrong side of Annie because I kept standing nearest to where my guitar was.

White
So it did look a bit like a takeover.  So will you be officiating at weddings, you’re not at the moment are you?

Johnson
I’m not at the moment, next year, as from the end of June next year when I become a full minister, at the moment I’m a deacon.

White
And we looked at this in our last programme from the point of view those getting married but do you see any particular problems with this very special occasion, where you know everybody wants everything to go off just so?

Johnson
For me some of the stuff like services I have to have services in large print, so the size of my service book is about twice as large as everybody else’s.  So quite often I’ll use a stand to stand my service on so it’s going to be interesting watching people try and navigate round that.  Hopefully nobody just stands in the wrong place otherwise I’d end up marrying the bride to her father.

White
I’m quite interested in how much is the whole issue of eye contact one that concerns you in your job, I mean clearly I can apply that to weddings, where perhaps it is quite important, but presumably in all that you do – talking to people, establishing – perhaps talking to them in difficult circumstances – is that something you are concerned about?

Johnson
I can make eye contact if people are close enough, if they’re within two foot then I can make eye contact with them.  The fascinating one for me was the first time I preached in a pulpit was the realisation I couldn’t actually see anybody and thinking I’ve actually not got a clue – for all I know they could have all now sneaked out quietly and left the visually impaired priest up there and gone off for a quick coffee and come back.  At the church I’m in now if possible I actually walk around, so I can look at people as I talk and certainly when I’m out and about on the street I make sure that I always have my white cane because people can very easily take offence if you don’t respond to them.

White
Well that’s what I would – the reason I stressed it is clearly that applies to all of us as visually impaired people in all sorts of jobs but you are in a job in particular where people perhaps are looking for specific things from you, you know looking for some kind of reassurance, looking for some kind of almost direct spiritual contact.

Johnson
Yeah, for me it’s the practicalities of when we have coffee after church you go around and talk to people because often if somebody needs to talk to me and they’re given you the visual clues from a distance I miss them.  Annie, my wife, is brilliant that when we’re out and about she’ll say to me wave to the left and I’ll wave to the left and then I’d say – Who am I waving at?  

White
Presumably by doing that you can take in quite a lot of people at one time.  But I mean it does relate because we were talking about that in the context of weddings and getting around to all the guests, so you make a very specific effort to talk to as many people directly as you can, perhaps more than you would otherwise do?

Johnson
I think it’s important to actually walk around and give people a chance to actually come up to me.

White
And when it comes to actually conducting services, dealing with hymn books, prayer books, reading lessons, how do you deal with that?

Johnson
The lessons bit’s quite easy because I have large print bibles, the services I now have some very thick books that have been blown up to a print size I can use.  Hymn books vary in quality and print size, so for some services I will get the hymns blown up in large print.  The funny thing is I think it’s actually slightly easier for me now as a minister than it was as somebody who was just visiting a church because being the minister people like to make sure you can do your job, do you know what I mean, so there’s people there who make sure things happen.  My experience of being a visually impaired Christian walking into a church and going have you got anything in large print was an entirely different experience because you then get people looking blank or saying everything’s on the overhead projector.

White
So they have to solve it to some extent because you are the minister but also doesn’t that have to do with authority as well?

Johnson
I think from the conversations I’ve had with people they actually see it as supporting me to do the job that they’d like me to do and certainly at St Marks, where I am, they’re all very supportive and all very caring and I think that’s made it much easier for me to slot in.

White
Have there been other effects of your disability because disability can be quite a problematic issue as far as religion is concerned can’t it?

Johnson
It can and that’s been one of the fascinating things for me to explore the idea of what does it mean to be a disabled person, what does it mean if we’re all made in the image of God where does that sit with somebody like me with a disability because for a long time – and I think to a degree it still sits in our culture – that somehow disability means that you’ve done something wrong.  And the challenge is to actually say look God made me this way and I’m happy.

White
But I mean the issues, for example, of healing and disability come up all the time, is that something that people say to you, you presumably find yourself reading passages which talk about the miracles and the healing?

Johnson
Certainly my experience of going into college was to have somebody ask me in the first week of being in theological college whether they could pray for me to be healed.  And my response was well no, because I don’t need healing.  But again I wouldn’t knock it because I have seen people healed, prayed for and healed.  But there are challenges in the church, I think like most people with disabilities the church still hasn’t quite worked out how to support us fully but they’re beginning to learn and I certainly think there’s now opportunities for more and more people with disabilities, whether visual impairment or what, to actually go forward and use their gifts of ministry in the church and I think that’s a great opportunity for the church to use.

White
The Reverend Michael Johnson.

And it will be interesting to hear from some of those older hands of any faith about the work that you do.

Just finally we’d also like to hear from mums for a feature we’re planning soon about the services available to blind and partially sighted mothers and mothers to be – did you get the help you needed?  And don’t worry chaps – fathers next.

You can call our actionline on 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after the programme, you can e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk and there’ll be more information plus a download of tonight’s programme from our website.  

From me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.


